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Abstract: The development of increasingly sensitive and robust instruments and new methodologies
are essential to improve our understanding of the Earth’s climate and air pollution. In this
context, Dual-Comb spectroscopy (DCS) has been successfully demonstrated as a remote laser-based
instrument to probe infrared absorbing species such as greenhouse gases. We present here a study
of the sensitivity of Dual-Comb spectroscopy to remotely monitor atmospheric gases focusing
on molecules that absorb in the ultraviolet domain, where the most reactive molecules of the
atmosphere (OH, HONO, BrO...) have their highest absorption cross-sections. We assess the
achievable signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and the corresponding minimum absorption sensitivity of DCS
in the ultraviolet range. We propose a potential light source for remote sensing UV-DCS and discuss
the degree of immunity of UV-DCS to atmospheric turbulences. We show that the characteristics
of the currently available UV sources are compatible with the unambiguous identification of UV
absorbing gases by UV-DCS.

Keywords: remote-sensing; dual-comb spectroscopy; UV light source; air quality monitoring;
atmospheric pollution; LIDAR
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1. Introduction

The impact of atmospheric pollution on environment, climate, and human health continues to
escalate on a global scale [1] despite considerable progress made to develop air-quality monitoring
and to provide worldwide environmental policies. Reasons for this rise are numerous and include
an insufficient knowledge of the atmospheric processes involved. Greater knowledge involves
a better understanding of the fundamental physical and chemical processes of the atmosphere,
a better understanding of the composition of the atmosphere and the development of more sensitive
monitoring devices for the minor and very reactive compounds like the hydroxyl radical OH.
In this context, air pollution measurement and monitoring devices based on absorption spectroscopy
contribute significantly. These measurements can be done anywhere from the ground level up to
the stratosphere using ground-based platforms [2]. Using instruments on satellite-based platforms,
absorption spectroscopy is also employed for large scale observations of air pollution dispersion [3–5].
Different experimental arrangements have been developed covering the ultraviolet (UV) out to the
infrared (IR) using coherent or non-coherent light sources: Differential Optical Absorption spectroscopy
(DOAS) [6], Fourier-Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy [7], Cavity-Ring Down spectroscopy
(CRDS) [8–10], and Differential Absorption Lidar (DIAL) [11,12]. The advantage of these methodologies
when they are coupled with a remote sensing technique is that atmospheric compounds can be probed
in situ without air sampling. This aspect is particularly important when highly reactive molecules like
OH, HONO, BrO, and O3 are to be monitored [6], likewise for atmospheric aerosols [13,14].

To improve the knowledge on air quality, several approaches can be adopted depending
on species concentration. Many methodologies exist for abundant compounds, where combined
analysis from low sensitivity and low accuracy devices network can be interpreted applying the
neural network algorithm [15–17]. For trace species contributing significantly to the atmospheric
chemistry and physics, instruments need accuracy, sensitivity, and sampling frequency improvements.
Because the atmosphere is a complex system, instruments based on absorption spectroscopy suffer
from the contribution of other compounds in the same spectral range resulting in concentration bias.
This highlights the necessity of developing monitoring instruments that operate over a large spectral
range with a high spectral resolution. Fourier transform spectrometers and broadband cavity enhanced
spectroscopy [18,19] seem to fulfill these requirements.

This work presents the performances in terms of concentration detection limit of Dual-Comb
spectroscopy in the UV range in a perspective to integrate it in a remote sensing device as the
Integrated Path Lidar (IP-LIDAR) [20,21] and broadband Lidar [22,23]. DCS is a Fourier-transform type
experiment that takes advantage of mode-locked femtosecond (fs) pulses. This emerging spectroscopy
methodology appears highly relevant for atmosphere remote-sensing studies because of its very fast
acquisition rate (>kHz) that reduces the impact of atmospheric turbulences on the retrieved spectra.
DCS has been successfully applied in near-infrared (NIR) spectral ranges for atmospheric greenhouse
gas monitoring (water vapor, carbon dioxide, and methane) [24–26]. The degree of technological
maturity in this spectral region allows compact devices and simplified DCS architectures to be
implemented [27,28]. The extension to the mid-infrared wavelength exploits parametric generation
as difference frequency generation [29]. References [30,31] give useful reviews for an overview of
the implemented sources for Dual-Comb spectroscopy. UV molecular transitions have been probed
using DCS by two-photon absorption spectroscopy in the red spectral range [32]. In the present paper,
we estimate the sensitivity the UV-DCS could offer to probe atmospheric trace gases (OH, BrO, NO2,
OClO, HONO, CH2O, SO2) directly in the UV spectral range, where their absorption cross-sections
are greatest. We estimate the sensitivity of UV-DCS for two case-studies, chosen for their relevance
for open-air remote sensing of specific atmospheric molecules. Case (1) represents a high resolution
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experiment at 308 nm in a narrow spectral range (1 THz, 0.3 nm, 33 cm−1). This spectral range is
of high interest for trace gas monitoring since it allows a possible simultaneous measurement of
naphthalene (C8H10), sulphur dioxide (SO2), formaldehyde (HCHO) and hydroxide radical (OH).
Secondly, we study the case of a low-resolution experiment centred at 350 nm over a wide spectral range
of approximately 50 THz (20 nm, 1730 cm−1), referred as Case (2), where for example bromine oxide
(BrO) and nitrous acid (HONO) present their highest absorption. The spectral range and resolution
of the two case-studies are consistent with the ones reported by existing similar methodologies like
UV-DOAS (a spectrometer coupled to a remote sensing optical device) and they allow an adequate
evaluation of the interfering gases.

The manuscript is presented as follows. The principle of Dual-Comb spectroscopy and the source
of signal fluctuations are presented in Section 2. Section 3 discusses the extension of DCS into the
UV range and we conclude on a potential laser source of UV-DCS. Section 4 highlights measurement
noises due to the laser beam propagation through the atmosphere. A sensitivity study of the DCS
method in the UV range is presented in Section 5 for the two case-studies.

2. Dual-Comb Spectroscopy

2.1. Principle

Dual-Comb spectroscopy was first proposed by Keilmann, van der Weide, and co-workers in 2004
as a “time-domain frequency-comb spectrometer” [33,34]. We here briefly present the principles of
DCS and the quantities relevant for our study. A detailed description of DCS can be found, for example,
in the review of Coddington et al. [30]. DCS is based on a Fourier transform spectrometer creating
interference patterns between two mode-locked femtosecond pulsed lasers. A mode-locked fs laser
can generate in the spectral domain a very broad and structured spectra composed of regularly spaced
optical frequencies (see Figure 1, inset(a)). The frequency of each optical mode νn can be related to
the radio-frequencies frep, the laser pulse emission repetition frequency, and f0 , an offset frequency,
so that:

νn = n× frep + f0, (1)

where n is an integer in the order of 106. f0 results from the different carrier and envelop velocities of
the fs pulses inside the laser cavity. If the radio-frequencies are well determined, Equation (1) gives
an unambiguous relation between radio-frequencies ( f0, frep) and the optical frequencies (νn) of the
laser emission. Such a laser emission spectrum is called a comb with equally spaced teeth and has
revolutionized high-resolution metrology in the optical domain [35–37].

The two Optical Frequency Combs (OFC), labelled (1) and (2), used for Dual-Comb Spectroscopy
have a slightly different repetition frequency: ∆ frep = frep1 − frep2 (typically from a few Hertz to a few
kHz). For ease of reading, we will set frep = frep1. In the time frame, this stable frequency difference
creates a coherent femtosecond time-delay between the pulses of the two lasers with a time step of
∆T = ∆ frep/ f 2

rep (typically tens of femtoseconds). During their propagation in the atmosphere, one can
say that the pulses of the first laser walk through the pulses of the second laser. This creates the optical
scanning delay required for any FTS-type experiment. Unlike conventional FTS, the DCS time-scanning
procedure is free from any mechanical moving parts, and attains scanning velocities 3 or 4 orders
of magnitude faster than conventional FT due to the down-conversion to RF frequencies instead
of acoustic frequencies. A simulated DCS interferogram is illustrated in Figure 1. The center-burst
of this interferogram represents the exact temporal superposition of a light pulse from each laser.
As the light pulses propagate through an absorbing medium, their temporal shape is imprinted by the
Free-Induction Decay (FID) of the excited molecular levels, interfering with the light source. This decay
time is set by collisions and Doppler dephasing (spectral broadening). For standard thermodynamic
conditions, the width of molecular line shapes is a few GHz which translates into an FID decay time of
hundreds of picoseconds.
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Figure 1. Trace gas remote sensing using a UV-DCS spectrometer. The two IR frequency fs sources-laser
1 and laser 2-are individually frequency up-converted in harmonic generators (HG). The UV frequency
combs (see (a)), as their fundamental source, have slightly different repetition-rate frequencies. The light
beams are transmitted back and forth through the absorbing medium using a mirror-type reflector (R)
located at a remote site. The Free-Induction decay following the radiative excitation of the absorbing
species, in the time range of several hundred of picoseconds, is imprinted in the probing pulses.
The pulses interfere on the detector and the interferogram is constructed. A zoom of the interferogram
around its center-burst is represented. Its Fourier transform (FT) reveals the absorption features of the
absorbing medium. The retrieved spectrum lies in the radio-frequency domain. The illustrated RF
spectrum shows typical atmospheric gases line-widths. The corresponding optical spectrum is then
retrieved by scaling the RF frequencies with the factor a = frep/∆ frep. The RF heterodyne comb teeth
are illustrated in (b). Typical frequencies and time scales for 100 fs pulses with an emission repetition
rate around 100 MHz and ∆ frep ≈ 1 kHz are illustrated.

In the laboratory frame, the time-increment of the interferogram is given by 1/ frep and is of the
order of tens of nanoseconds and produces the stroboscopic effect essential for measuring such short
decays. Finally, by performing a numerical Fourier transformation on the acquired interferogram,
the modified spectrum of the light sources which has been imprinted by the absorption lines of the
interfering molecules is recovered. The RF-to-optical spectral mapping is ensured using the scaling
factor a = frep/∆ frep. To prevent any spectrum aliasing effect, the ( frep, ∆ frep) combination must be
chosen so that the detected optical spectrum width ∆ν is smaller than the aliasing-free spectral range
of DCS as calculated, in the optical domain, by f 2

rep/2∆ frep.
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2.2. UV-DCS Spectrometer Signal Fluctuations

In this section, the different contributions to the interferogram signal fluctuations are presented to
allow a comprehensive study on their impact on the minimal absorption sensitivity (MAS) described
in Section 5.1. The temporal SNR, SNRt, of a DCS interferogram represents the amplitude of the
center burst over the standard deviation of the signal far away from the center burst (see Figure 1).
The spectral SNR, SNR f represents the amplitude of the intensity spectral density versus its standard
deviation. σf represents the noise standard deviation given as 1/ SNR f for normalized amplitudes.
The sources of noise on the interferogram can be subdivided into three contributions: (i) intrinsic
amplitude and phase noise of the light source; (ii) amplitude and phase noise imprinted by atmospheric
turbulences on to the light source; and (iii) detection noise.

The intrinsic amplitude noise of the light source is quantified by the relative intensity noise (RIN).
The RIN of the laser source of mean intensity 〈I〉 represents the power spectral density (PSD) of
(δI)2/〈I〉2, where δI represents the root–mean–square (RMS) of the amplitude fluctuations of the
normalized amplitudes.

The intrinsic optical phase noise (or carrier phase noise) of the OFC is linked to frequency fluctuations
in the position of the OFC modes. If Sν,n( f ) is the PSD of these frequency fluctuations at Fourier
frequency f , the PSD of the optical phase noise of mode n is Sφ,n( f ) = Sν,n( f )/ f 2. The accumulated
RMS phase noise δφRMS within the interval of Fourier frequencies [ f 1, f 2] is then estimated as√∫ f2

f1
Sφ,n d f . In this study, the highest characteristic Fourier frequency is the Nyquist frequency

( f2 = frep/2 ≈ 50 MHz ) and the lowest Fourier frequency is majorized by the inverse of the duration
of an individual interferogram ( f1 < 1/τIGM ≈ 10 kHz). The coherence time is generally defined as
the time-scale over which the δφRMS accumulates 1 rad, and it is estimated for potential candidate for
UV-OFC laser sources in Section 3. Phase noises lower than 1 rad that could not have been removed by
phase-locking stabilization protocols are called residual phase noises.

The influence of atmospheric turbulence into the signal is discussed in Section 4. We show that the
contribution of atmospheric turbulences can be neglected below 100 µs time scales, and this sets an
upper limit for the acquisition time of a single interferogram.

Detector noise is quantified by the Noise Equivalent Power (NEP) of the detector. Expressed as
dBc/

√
Hz, it takes into account the thermal noise and the dark current noise. At such short time scales,

the detection noise is considered as white noise.
We now recall the formalism of the signal/noise ratio attainable with a Dual-Comb spectrometer,

as introduced by Newbury et al. [38]. We consider the case of a single detector without optical filters.
Taking into account the different noise contributions, σf = 1/SNR f takes the form:

σf =
M
0.8

√
ε

T

(
NEP2

P2
c

+
4hν

η Pc
+ 4bRIN +

8
D2 frep

)1/2

(2)

From left to right, the terms in brackets represent the detector NEP contribution, the detector
shot noise contribution, the RIN contribution, and the limitation of the SNR due to the dynamic range
D of the measurement limited by either the acquisition card or the detector. Pc is the average OFC
power, T the total acquisition time (T ≥ τIGM), h the Planck constant, ν the optical frequency of the
light pulses, and η the quantum efficiency of the detector. The factor b takes value 1 (or 2) for balanced
(or unbalanced) detection. The noise σf scales linearly with the number of resolved spectra element
M = ∆ν/νres, where ∆ν is the optical spectral width of the OFC that can be simultaneously recorded
and νres is the resolution of the DCS spectrometer.

However, the spectral resolution is often limited by the coherence time of the two combs that is
usually shorter than a single interferogram total duration, τIGM. In the former case, τIGM is lower than
1/∆ frep and the resolution νres ≈ 1

2 τIGM
× frep

∆ frep
can be much greater than frep. Moreover, the temporal

truncation of the individual interferograms creates a measurement dead-time that is taken into account
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by the introduction of the duty cycle factor ε = νres/ frep. To estimate realistic contributions to the noise
budget in the specific context of UV-DCS, we consider next the performances of possible UV sources.

3. UV-DCS Laser Sources

The development of DCS in the UV range is conditioned by the availability of two frequency
combs operating in the UV range. Today, UV-OFC can only be generated by nonlinear up-conversion
from an IR-OFC. The two main challenges of performing DCS in the UV range is to produce sufficient
UV power at the full repetition-rate of the IR frequency comb and to recover the mutual coherence
of the two UV-OFCs to obtain a high SNR. A UV frequency comb has already been realized at a full
repetition rate for high-resolution spectroscopy of the 1S–3S transition in hydrogen [39]. However,
neither the optical phase noise nor RIN, specifically at short time scale < 1 s, were reported. Therefore,
to calculate the performances of UV-DCS, the optical phase noise and RIN transferred from IR sources
to the UV spectral range need to be estimated.

There are three well-established strategies to generate UV-OFC: first, supercontinuum broadening
in micro-structured fibers, second, high harmonic generation (HHG) in noble gases and third,
harmonic generation in bulk crystals. To retain the phase coherence of the fundamental laser in
the UV range, only the second and third strategy are appropriate here [40], and only the third is likely
to yield the high power needed for remote-sensing applications. The PSD of the optical phase noise
is quadratic in harmonic order k leading to a linear increase of the optical phase noise RMS with
k [41]. Verification of the coherence transfer in bulk crystals has been demonstrated experimentally in
a DCS type experiment [42]. Phase noise is usually quoted in the literature but not relative phase noise
between two combs. However, using stabilization protocols, relative phase noise on the same level
of individual phase noise has been achieved [43]. In addition, post-processing protocols or real-time
monitoring can be used to correct for the relative frequency jitter of the sources [44]. The power of the
up-converted beam is quadratic in the input optical power. This means that the RMS of the relative
intensity fluctuations of the kth harmonic is expected to be a factor k higher leading to an RIN (PSD),
a factor k2 higher than the fundamental RIN. This law has been experimentally demonstrated for SHG
in bulk crystals [45,46].

As shown in Section 5.1, the minimum detected UV power to realize a high SNR measurement
is on the order of 1 mW. Given the strong atmospheric extinction in the UV range, a UV-DCS source
suitable for remote-sensing application will require output power higher than 10 mW for a typical
propagation path of 5 km. The UV-DCS light source must be coherent over a characteristic time scale
of 100 µs and present the lowest possible relative intensity noise. As stated previously, we envisage
a UV-OFC that can meet the following specifications: (Case 1) an optical spectrum centered around
308 nm of spectral width 1 THz (0.3 nm, 33 cm−1), and/or (Case 2) an optical spectrum centered from
300 nm to 400 nm with a spectral width of at least 50 THz (20 nm, 1730 cm−1) (see Figure 2).

Erbium-fiber lasers show phase coherence that can meet the specifications. Based on reported
coherences in the fundamental [47], we estimate that over the time-scale of one interferogram
(≈100 µs), the phase noise of the 4th (390 nm) or the 5th (312 nm) harmonic stays lower than 1 rad.
Via the generation of the 4th harmonic, 6 mW of 1 ps laser has been reported [48]. We can note the
generation of 250 mW UV beam in periodically poled crystals [49], but the reported spectral bandwidth
of 0.1 nm is not appropriate for atmospheric studies. However, the developments of such a source
in the UV open the way for applications requiring less optical power or less optical bandwidth in
laboratory studies. This is also true for UV-DCS with Ytterbium-fiber lasers for which a proof of
principle UV-DCS has been reported in a laboratory at 350 nm via high harmonic generation [50].
The feasibility of UV-DCS using fiber lasers for laboratory studies has been addressed elsewhere [51].
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(a)
(b)

Figure 2. Differential absorption cross-section of molecules of UV absorbing molecules of atmospheric
interest targeted for UV-DCS applications: hydroxide radical (OH), formaldehyde (CH2O), naphthalene
(C10H8) sulfur dioxide (SO2), nitrous acid (HONO), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), bromine oxide (BrO),
and chlorine dioxide (OClO). (a) molecular spectra of interest for Case (1); (b) molecular spectra of
interest for Case (2).

Titanium-sapphire lasers (TiSa) have specifications that could allow UV-DCS remote sensing
applications considering their IR output power, spectral width, and coherence performances. TiSa
lasers emit from 600 to 1100 nm allowing efficient VUV generation via SHG or THG. Devices to
frequency double and triple cw mode-locked TiSa lasers are commercially available with efficiencies
ranging from 20 to 50% for SHG and from 3 to 15% for THG. High blue radiation powers have been
reported via direct SHG or THG (SHG: 625 mW–220 fs, THG: 150 mW–260 fs) [52].

High doubling efficiency has been demonstrated using BiB3O6 (BIBO) crystal (SHG:
830 mW–220 fs) [53,54].

The lowest optical phase noise of a TiSa frequency comb tooth has been achieved by phase-locking
a comb tooth to an etalon optical source at 698 nm [55] or 657 nm [56]. From the work of
Quraishi et al. [56], we estimated the relative accumulated optical phase noise of OFC to be lower than
0.5 rad in the Fourier frequency range [10–50 MHz]. Accumulated optical phase noise values have been
reported from 10 kHz to 100 kHz. For higher Fourier frequencies, the phase noise reaches the shot noise
level and its contribution is negligible. Coherence is therefore maintained over a single interferogram
after SHG from the initial OFC. Sutyrin et al. [55] reported an accumulated phase noise of 0.11 rad
from 10 kHz to 100 kHz Fourier frequencies for the reference tooth. The frequency noise at another
comb tooth can be estimated using Equation (A1). Up to a spectral width of 40 nm (26 THz) in the
fundamental IR, we estimate that the phase noise PSD of the furthest comb tooth will be comparable
to the phase noise PSD of the reference comb tooth. Therefore, we predict an accumulated phase noise
of 0.33 rad from 10 kHz to ≈50 MHz in the UV range via THG. This allows UV-DC spectroscopy with
limited SNR reduction due to residual phase errors. Moreover, such a level of accumulated phase noise
is maintained during at least 130 ms, allowing coherent averaging protocols that drastically reduce
analysis time [57].

We now assess the RIN level of a UV-OFC generated from a TiSa laser. The contributions to the
RIN as a function of Fourier frequencies usually include a peak corresponding to the laser relaxation
oscillation, around hundreds of kHz for TiSa. Above 1 MHz, the RIN tends toward the shot noise
limit of the detection system. We decided to use an upper limit for the RIN, assumed constant.
RIN values between −135 dBc/Hz, and −140 dBc/Hz have been reported in TiSa, from studies
comparing different pump lasers [46,55,58]. Taking the highest of these RIN values, we estimate a RIN
of −129 dB/Hz for SHG and −125 dB/Hz for THG.

The benefit of using a TiSa oscillator for remote-sensing UV-DCS is two-fold: it requires only
low-harmonic generation to reach UV range, resulting in a higher available power and with limited
phase-noise degradation. Moreover, its spectral coverage appears relevant for atmospheric trace gases.
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4. UV Light Propagation into the Atmosphere

Short-scale atmospheric turbulence (millimeters to meters) perturbs the propagation of a UV
frequency comb by adding phase and amplitude noises to the UV radiation. This can significantly
affect the sensitivity of the UV-DCS experiment. Temperature fluctuations (0.1◦ to 1◦) caused by the
turbulent motion of the atmosphere induce local refractive index fluctuations in the order of 10−6.
The interaction of an electromagnetic wave with a single refractive index fluctuation (acting as a
scatterer) results in phase fluctuations and amplitude fluctuation (or speckle). Phase fluctuations
translate into beam wander, timing jitter (first-order), and to pulse broadening (second-order) [59].
Atmospheric turbulences are therefore a major concern for open-air measurements. Previous DCS
demonstrations in the IR range show that the turbulences of the atmosphere did not alter the
interferogram pattern because the acquisition time of the interferogram is shorter than the characteristic
time of atmospheric turbulence : within the DCS acquisition time, the atmospheric turbulence appears
to be frozen [24]. Because the atmosphere-induced noises depend on the wavelength of the light source,
in the following, we estimate the level of immunity of UV-DCS to atmospheric turbulence. From the
laws of diffraction, the amplitude of the scattered wave increases as wavelength decreases: phase and
amplitude fluctuations are likewise greater in the UV range.

4.1. Atmosphere-Induced Amplitude Noise

Because of the fast acquisition rate of DCS, it is necessary to estimate the atmospheric-induced
amplitude noise at fast Fourier frequencies. Very few experimental measurements have been performed
in the UV range. In the context of trace gas detection, Armeding et al. measured the atmospheric
transmission noise at 308 nm as imprinted by the intensity fluctuations, to be on a maximum level
of 2× 10−3 (rms) for a single 100µs scan [60]. Under the hypothesis of random noise, an averaging
time of 1 s can reduce the atmospheric contribution to the overall noise to a level of 10−5 as required
for trace gas detection. Dual-Comb spectroscopy does offer fast acquisition times on the order of
hundreds of microseconds. A 100µs interferogram leads to a 1 GHz spectral resolution (see Section 2.1),
sufficient to resolve—for example, the 7.9 GHz Lorentzian width of the OH molecule absorption lines
at ambient pressure and temperature conditions.

Using the theoretical Kolmogorov spectrum of the spectral density for the refractive index
fluctuation and the Taylor’s frozen-in hypothesis [59]: the power spectral density of the intensity noise
due to atmospheric turbulences falls off as f−8/3 beyond the cut-off frequency, fc = 2.5U/

√
2πλL.

For a wind speed of U = 5 m/s, a path length L = 5 km, λ = 300 nm, the cut-off frequency is ≈130 Hz
(7 ms). Therefore, as long as the refresh rate of the interferogram (1/∆ frep) is well above the cut-off
frequency, the atmosphere-induced intensity noise is frozen during the acquisition time of a single
interferogram. We assumed 100 µs for the time truncation of a single interferogram for a safe estimation
of the frozen atmosphere hypothesis. It can be noticed, as underlined by Rieker et al. [24] that although
the acquisition frequency is higher than the cut-off frequency, the intensity noise that remains on a
time scale of one interferogram could induce multiplicative noise. This multiplicative noise may limit
the achievable detection limit but has appeared negligible in remote-sensing IR-DCS [24]. As such,
the source of noise is highly dependent on the atmospheric turbulence structure Cn, an experimental
approach seems to be the way to quantify its contribution for UV-DCS and is thereby out of the scope
of this paper.

4.2. Atmosphere-Induced Phase Noise

Phase noise induces jitter noise (pulse-to-pulse arrival time) that would decrease the coherence
time of the experiment. Our concern is phase noise on a time scale shorter than 1/∆ frep which
behave exactly as the amplitude spectral density [59]. Phase noise can be related to timing-jitter
noise by Sjitter( f ) = (2πν0)

−2 Sφ( f ), where ν0 is the carrier optical frequency. We estimate an
atmospheric-induced phase noise of –70 dBc using the same atmospheric parameters as for the
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calculation of atmospheric-induced amplitude noises. This value leads to a turbulence-induced
timing-jitter noise ≤ 10−37 s2 at 10 kHz Fourier frequencies. The integrated timing jitter from 10 kHz
to 100 MHz (pulse-to-pulse) is ≤ 1 fs, which is one order of magnitude lower than the temporal
increments of one interferogram ∆ frep/ f 2

rep = 10 fs (with frep= 100 MHz and ∆ frep = 1 kHz). Moreover,
in the co-propagating geometry, the two combs propagate in the same turbulent medium and therefore
undergo similar phase distortions. Therefore, in this configuration, atmospheric-induced relative
phase fluctuations are bound to be negligible compared to the inherent relative phase noise of the
two UV-OFCs.

5. Results: Simulated UV-DCS Sensitivity

In this section, we calculate the performances of the here simulated UV-DCS remote-sensing
spectrometer in terms of minimum detectable optical depth or Minimal Absorption Sensitivity (MAS).
We first estimate the quality factor Q = M/σf of the UV-DCS spectrometer defined as the signal/noise
ratio per spectral element achieved with 1 s acquisition time (no dead-time). The quality factor allows
for efficent comparison of performances of different spectrometry systems [38]. We consider that the
UV-DCS spectrometer is coupled to a remote sensing optical device as depicted in Figure 1. Its precise
technical arrangement needs precise parametrization of the laser (beam quality, divergence) and is
out of scope of this numerical study. However, given a typical SHG or THG Gaussian TiSa laser beam
divergence of 2 mrad, the optical sensing device would require at least a 50 times beam expander, a tens
of centimeters diameter mirror-type reflector, sending and receiving optics and a telescope for the light
collection in an off-axis arrangement. Fast-steering mirrors will be used for beam wandering correction
over the typical time of the interferograms refresh-time. Numerical data are taken for existing TiSa
laser sources with their specifications in terms of RIN, repetition rate, and optical spectral coverage
(see Table 1). frep is fixed to 100 MHz as state-of-the-art low phase noise lasers operate around this
repetition frequency. We then conclude on the detection limit of the targeted trace gases.

5.1. Quality Factor and Minimum Absorption Sensitivity

Using the parameters of Table 1, the quality factor for UV-DCS when using the second and the
third harmonic of a TiSa laser as the UV source is illustrated in Figure 3. Our calculations show that the
UV-DCS quality factor is approximatively a factor of 6 lower than IR-DCS [38]. The main reason for
this strong decrease is the lower RIN value for UV-DCS. The predominant noise at low detected power
is the detection shot noise, for detected power higher than 1 mW, the SNR is laser-RIN limited and
reaches its maximum value. Different types of detector have been envisaged: avalanche, amplified,
biased photodiodes or Super Bilakali Photomultipliers. For each detectors, neither their NEP value
nor their dynamic range would limit the SNR. Therefore, the best detector choice appears here to be
the biased photodiode for its highest saturation power, allowing mW detection power for best SNR.
The reduction of the SNR due to the residual phase noise is described in Appendix A and is taken into
account in all the SNR analysis.

Table 1. List of parameters used for UV-DCS sensitivity simulation.

Quantity Variable Value

Repetition frequency frep 100 × 106 [Hz]
Relative Intensity Noise RIN −125 [dBc/Hz] a or −129 [dBc/Hz] b

Noise Equivalent power NEP 0.44 × 10−12 [W/
√

Hz] c

Detection dynamic range D 12 bits
Experimental geometry Fcontra 0.5 d

a Estimated for third harmonic generation, b Estimated for second harmonic generation, c Biased
photodiode detector, d Case of co-propagating pulses interfering in the absorption medium.
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To evaluate the minimum absorption sensitivity (MAS), one should consider, in addition to the
molecular spectroscopic parameters, the quality factor previously evaluated, with proper M and
duty-cycle factor values. The MAS, adapted from [38], is defined as twice the SNR:

(α0L)min = 2σf FcontraFres, (3)

where α0 is the peak absorption coefficient of the considered molecular line, L the absorption light path

and Fres =
√

4νres/(π ∑j ∆νLor,j(αj/α0)2) is an enhancement factor due to the high spectral resolution
of DCS. The sum is over the different molecular absorption lines with individual Lorentzian FWHM
∆νLor,j and peak absorption αj. Fres is typically between 0.1 and 1 depending on the width of the
spectral line and the resolution of the experiment. Fcontra accounts for the geometry of the spectrometer.
In our study, the absorbing medium is probed by the two laser beams for atmosphere-induced phase
noise reduction (see Section 4). The sensitivity is therefore enhanced by a factor of two (Fcontra = 0.5)
compared to the geometry in which the absorbing medium is probed by a unique source.

In the following, we present MAS evaluations for the two different case studies. MAS values are
calculated considering Equation (3) and taking into account the influence of residual phase noise (see
Appendix A). Note that some absorbing species can be detected both in Cases (1) and (2) as illustrated
for formaldehyde and sulphur dioxide. The peak absorption coefficients are estimated using the
differential absorption cross-sections of the targeted gases (see Figure 2). The differential absorption
cross-sections are composed of the fastest varying absorption features and their use is essential during
the gas concentration retrieval procedure to separate the molecular spectral signature from the slow
varying Rayleigh scattering or aerosol extinction [6].

Figure 3. Quality factor (SNR per spectral elements M/σf with ε = 1 and acquisition time of 1 s) in
the UV range when using two different UV sources: the second harmonic generation (SHG) or third
harmonic generation (THG) of TiSa laser at respectively 350 nm and 308 nm.

5.2. Case (1): 308 nm: Narrow Spectral Range and High Spectral Resolution

For case-study (1), we consider a UV-OFC at 308 nm generated by tripling the fundamental
924 nm radiation of TiSa. The RIN value used in Case (1) is−125 dBc/Hz as we estimated for THG (see
Section 3). The achievable MAS for different ( frep, ∆ frep) combinations are represented in Figure 4a,
and summarized for typical couples of values in Table 2. OH radical shows well separated absorption
lines, with a lorentzien width of 7.9 GHz (see Figure 2a). The sensitivity enhancement Fres has been
estimated at the line which presents the highest cross-section and worth 1/2 to 1/7 depending on the
value ∆ frep.
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(a) Case (1) (b) Case (2)
Figure 4. 2D color plot of MAS depending on the first laser repetition rate and on the repetition
rate difference between the two laser sources, for 1 s acquisition time. The excluded (white) areas
represent-Top-left corner: ( frep, ∆ frep) combinations for which the free spectral range is lower than the
detected optical bandwidth of 1 THz or 50 THz for respectively Case (1) or Case (2)—Bottom-right
corner: ( frep, ∆ frep) combinations for which the spectral resolution νres is higher than 3.5 GHz or
77 GHz for respectively Case (1) or Case (2). A higher resolution would significantly degrade the line
shape for the molecular spectroscopy analysis procedure.

5.3. Case (2): 350 nm: Broad Spectral Range and Low Spectral Resolution

Case (2) requires the use of blue sub-20 fs radiation. Such ultra-short and near-Fourier limited UV
pulses have been successfully generated via SHG from TiSa using intra or extra cavity schemes [61–63].
The RIN value estimated in Case (2) is −129 dBc/Hz. The spectral resolution can be set up to 0.03 nm
(77 GHz). To verify the aliasing-free spectrum requirement for such a broad spectral range, the use of a
larger frep value would relax the condition on ∆ frep. However, it is expected that the phase coherence
of the OFC source is degraded at a higher repetition rate. The achievable MAS for different ( frep, ∆ frep)

combinations are illustrated in Figure 4b and examples using values from experimental realizations
are listed in Table 2. The low duty cycle and the large optical bandwidth explain the lower sensitivity
of Case (2) compared to Case (1). The use of optical filters to perform a sequential filtering has been
proposed as a strategy to improve the SNR [38]. However, considering the large molecular spectral
line-width in Case (2), the multiplicative noise is expected to exceed the additive noise when reducing
the spectral coverage of individual measurements (see Appendix A).

Table 2. Results on the simulated MAS for the two case-studies using the ( frep, ∆ frep) combinations
illustrated in Figure 4a,b. Case (1): Detection at 308 nm over an optical spectral width of 1 THz.
(*) The particular case of OH takes into account the Fres factor in the MAS determination. Case (2):
Detection at 350 nm over an optical spectral width of 50 THz.

Case-Study Quality Factor Q ( frep; ∆ frep) Minimum Absorption Sensitivity:
(νres ; M; ε ) MAS

Case (1) 1.0 × 106 (100 MHz; 200 Hz) 2.1 × 10−3

(2.5 GHz; 1200; 25 ) * (OH: 1.0 × 10−3)

Case (2) 1.6 × 106 (200 MHz; 200 Hz) 3.1 × 10−2

(5 GHz; 10,000 ; 25 )

5.4. Results on Concentration Detection Limits

Simulations of trace gas concentration detection limits have been performed by considering a
light path of 2 km into the atmosphere and an acquisition time of 200 s (see Table 3). The chosen
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averaging time and absorption light path are typical values for actual open-path spectroscopy
experiments (DOAS).

Table 3. Results on the concentration detection limit for 2 km light path and 200 s averaging time
using the following parameters for the center wavelength, optical spectral width and MAS at 200 s:
Case (1): 308 nm, 1 THz , 1.5 × 10−4(7× 10−5 for OH)-Case (2): 350 nm, 50 THz, 2 × 10−3.

Component Study Case Differential Cross-Section Concentration
×10−19 [cm2/molec.] Detection Limit [ppt]

SO2
Case (1) 1.2 260
Case (2) 5.7 700

CH2O (formaldehyde) Case (1) 1.5 210
Case (2) 0.48 625

C8H10 (naphthalene) Case (1) 15 20

OH Case (1) 1670 0.08

BrO Case (2) 104 38

OClO Case (2) 107 38

HONO Case (2) 4 1000

NO2 Case (2) 2.5 1600

6. Discussion

For both case-studies, the simulated MAS results are achievable if phase-corrected interferograms
can be averaged. For UV-DCS, the SNR at 100 µs is approximatively 5 for Case (1) and below 1 for
Case (2) which prevents direct phase correction or summed FT spectra. However, we estimated that the
coherence is maintained during longer acquisition time, up to 130 ms. This allows the use of coherent
averaging protocols as proposed by Coddington et al. [57] for approximatively ten interferograms.
The summed interferograms can be then averaged out after usual phase correction [7]. The conditions
of such a correction is either a high signal/noise ratio for the summed interferograms or a monitoring
of frep, f0 and of the slow OFC amplitude fluctuations. Real-time adaptative sampling can also
be considered [44]. Longer acquisition time can be achievable using consecutive similar schemes.
In practice, the averaging time is limited by buffer size considerations and acceptable processing times.

The predicted concentration detection limit of OH with UV-DCS is 0.08 ppt
(2× 106 molec./cm3-MAS of 7 × 10−5 at 200 s acquisition time). MAS of 1 × 10−5 are reported in the
literature by active or passive DOAS or MOAS (Multipass Optical Absorption Spectroscopy) with
similar averaging time. To match this performance and with the actual laser light sources, UV-DCS
would require 2.7 h of averaging time, which is incompatible with atmospheric trace gases monitoring.
However, the UV-DCS predicted concentration limit for OH of 0.08 ppt allows the remote evaluation
of ambient OH concentration in various environments, from pristine to urban during the daytime
(typical concentration of 0.3 ppt [64]).

Such level of sensitivities could make possible the remote detection of highly concentrated OH
environments using UV-DCS as, for example, in combustion diagnostics. For this application, the fast
acquisition time of UV-DCS could be relevant to monitor combustion dynamics.

The estimated performances of UV-DCS in Case (2) appear competitive with the performances
reported in the literature. In Case (2), DCS takes advantage of its large spectral coverage in short
acquisition time. Comparison with up-to-date experiments shows that UV-DCS outperforms the
reported sensitivity of UV-FTS experiment for both case studies (see Table 4). DOAS type experiments
show better sensitivities for Case (1) and similar sensitivities for Case (2). The limiting factor of
UV-DCS being the RIN value, we believe that this parameter can be improved using pulse-to-pulse
monitoring of the amplitude of femtosecond pulses.
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Table 4. Simulated UV-DCS sensitivities and state-of-the-art sensitivity performances of open-path
detection experiments using no-sampling strategies and under tropospheric conditions. LP-DOAS:
Long Path Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy, MOAS: Multipass Optical Absorption
Spectroscopy (scanning laser spectrometer) , UV-FTS: UV- Fourier Transform Spectroscopy.

Experiment Type MAS at 1 s

Case (1)
LP-DOAS [64–66] [2–3] × 10−4

MOAS [60] [1–2] × 10−4

UV-FTS [67] [1–2] × 10−2

UV-DCS (numerical study, this work) [1–6] × 10−3

Case (2)
LP-DOAS [65,68,69] 2 × 10−2

UV-FTS [67] 0.2
UV-DCS (numerical study, this work) [1–3] × 10−2

7. Conclusions

The present paper shows that UV-DCS offers, by its fast acquisition rate, the required immunity
to atmospheric turbulence for trace-gas concentration monitoring in the atmosphere. A TiSa based
UV-DCS appears to be the most relevant fs light source for remotely probe atmospheric molecules
in the UV range. UV-DCS allows the multi-trace detection that is necessary for trace gases remote
sensing. We show that the sensitivity of the UV-DCS spectroscopy is primarily limited by the RIN level
of the UV source. We estimate that UV-DCS with current UV-sources do not surpass open-path optical
differential absorption spectroscopy in terms of sensitivity, but should be comparable in situations
where a wide optical spectral bandwidth is necessary. UV-DCS could therefore contribute to mitigating
the lack of open-path and broadband experiments in the UV range to address the highly reactive
molecules of the atmosphere. A pulse-to-pulse monitoring of the amplitude fluctuations would be a
prerequisite for any sensitivity improvement. Another limitation of atmospheric UV remote-sensing
sensitivity is the precision of the molecular spectroscopic reference data which have not been addressed
in this study. This investigation is a preliminary to experimental verification of several aspects, notably
the atmosphere-induced multiplicative noise that can reduce the achievable detection limit, and the
retrieval of the high SNR using the cited averaging strategies. We believe that this study provides a
first framework for future experimental demonstrations of trace-gas remote detection in the UV range
using DCS.
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OFC Optical Frequency Comb
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RIN Relative Intensity Noise
NEP Noise Equivalent Power
IGM Interferogram
MAS Minimum Absorption Sensitivity
DOAS Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy
MOAS Multipass Optical Absorption Spectroscopy

Appendix A. Multiplicative Noise Due to Residual Relative Optical Phase Noise

According to the “comb” Equation (1), the optical phase noise PSD of comb mode n, Sφ,n,
arises from frequency fluctuations in the repetition rate frequency frep (associated with timing phase
jitter, resulting in fluctuations of the pulse-to-pulse arrival time), and from frequency fluctuations
on the carrier-envelope offset frequency fo. The repetition rate frequency can be easily locked and
stabilized to reach its quantum limit, but the stabilization of fo is more challenging. Low optical phase
noise OFCs use active feedback loop to stabilize frep and fo via either a radio frequency reference or an
optical etalon. For a comb tooth nre f phase locked to an optical etalon, the optical phase PSD of the
comb mode n is given by:

Sνn =

(
n

nre f

)2

Sνnre f
+

(
1− n

nre f

)2

SCEO, (A1)

where Sνre f and Sceo represent the phase noise PSD of the optical phase of comb number nre f and carrier
envelope phase offset, respectively.

The phase noise RMS σφ, squared, is obtained by integration of Sνn from the inverse of the
observation time to an upper limit frequency of 50 MHz. The values reported by Sutyrin et al. [55] are
used and we verified that the contribution of the noise at Fourier frequencies higher than 1 MHz to the
overall noise is negligible. The fast phase noise RMS corresponds to an observation time of 100 ms.
The slow phase noise has been calculated using an observation time of 130 ms, the longest reported
observation time for the optical phase noise in reference [55].

Because of the existence of residual phase noise over time-scales longer than the duration
of a single interferogram, σφ,slow, the SNR of the averaged interferogram is reduced by the factor(

1−
σ2

φ,slow
2

)
[38]. For Case (1), the residual phase noise σφ,slow is estimated to be approximatively

0.33 rad, which leads to a reduction of the SNR by 6.5%. For Case (2), the SNR is reduced by 2.4%
(SHG instead of THG). Such reduction factors are taken into account in all our simulations.

For the two case studies, we estimated σmulti,line, the contribution of the multiplicative noise to the
noise across a molecular absorption spectral line of width ∆νL due to the existence of residual phase
noise over the duration of a single interferogram σφ, f ast [38]. This contribution takes the form:

σmulti,line ≈
∆νL
∆ν

σf ,multi ≈ 3
∆νL
∆ν

√
∆ν

T f 2
rep

σφ, f ast (A2)

Table A1 reports our estimations of the multiplication noise for the trace gases of our study.
We calculate that, for all case studies, the multiplicative noise σmulti,line across the targeted molecular
lines does not exceed the additive noise σf .
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Table A1. Comparison between additive and multiplicative noise using with 1 s acquisition time.
Case (1): σφ, f ast = 0.33 rad, ∆ν = 1 THz, frep = 100 MHz, Case (2): σφ, f ast = 0.22 rad, ∆ν = 50 THz, frep =
200 MHz. σf corresponds to the standard deviation of the noise considering only the additive sources
of noise, as calculated via Equation (2).

Case Study Components ∆νL
∆ν σmulti,line σ f

Case (1)
OH 1 / 111 8.9 × 10−5 1 × 10−3

Naphthalene 1/ 33 3 × 10−4 2 × 10−3

Formaldehyde 1/ 33 3 × 10−4 2 × 10−3

SO2 1/ 22 5 × 10−4 2 × 10−3

Case (2)
BrO/Formaldehyde 1/25 9.3 × 10−4 3 × 10−2
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